Biological Rhythms Workshop IC: sleep and rhythms.
Rhythms of sleep and wakefulness (typically measured as rest/activity rhythms) are among the most prominent of biological rhythms and therefore were among the first to be recorded in early chronobiological studies. These rhythms can provide useful information about the central biological clock, although an appreciation of the problems associated with using rest/activity to infer central clock function is important in the design and interpretation of chronobiological experiments in both animals and humans. Here, we review the anatomical and neurophysiologic bases of sleep regulation in mammals as well as similarities and differences between the sleep of humans and that of other organisms. We outline how human sleep is measured, the role of the circadian system in models of human sleep regulation, and human circadian rhythm sleep disorders. Although the function of sleep is still not completely understood, sleep has a critical role for human health, and we have attempted to outline the role that the circadian timing system has in regulating human sleep and in contributing to sleep disorders.